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Leilani Raashida Henry, M.A., licensed Educational Kinesiologist, is a game changer. Her transformative whole brain 
strategies bring excitement and lightening-speed results to tough personal, leadership and organizational challenges. 
She facilitates access to your imagination, optimal decision-making and performance. Her track record helps you invent 
new futures, strengthen interconnections, sustain wellness and vitality, and enhance collective learning.   

Formerly Director of Training and Development with Jones Intercable and an Organizational Development specialist at 
Honeywell and Lockheed Martin, she is Founder and Chief Excellence Officer of Being & Living Enterprises, LTD. Leilani 
serves companies such as Ariel Group, AT&T, CU Boulder, HP, HBO, Intuit, National Coalition for Dialogue and 
Deliberation , North Dakota State University, Regis University, Rockefeller, and the Federal Government. She assists 
teams and talented leaders from opera singers, to corporate leaders, and activists in their ability to choose and change; 
grow and develop in creativity, wellness, trust building, and leadership presence. 

She is a demonstrated thought leader in the field of Organizational Development, as cited in several national 
publications and organizations such as Fortune, the Fetzer Institute and ‘new visions in 
business’.  FastCompany identified Leilani as one of their RealTime Models and Mentors. She was awarded a fellowship 
for her work in the field of Dialogue at Regis University’s Institute on the Common Good. As a community radio host 
for KGNU, Leilani produced her own programs on leadership and dialogues on contemporary topics.  

Leilani founded and directed National Playback Theatre. Her ensemble uses improvisation to build bridges between 
people with different perspectives and experiences.  Her lifetime experience in the performing arts is integrated into 
her unique approach to innovation, leadership, and success. She sparks the hearts and minds of those who want 
extraordinary results aligned with their highest aspirations. Leilani’s coaching approach provides lasting shifts in 
energy, information, and outcomes. She authored the “Navigating Conflict” chapter, in Springer’s Management and 
Leadership Skills for Medical Faculty. 

Leilani hails from 9,000 feet above sea level, in the Colorado Rockies.  Born in Hawaii, and raised in Minnesota, she is 
Chief George Gibbs’s daughter, the first person of African descent to set foot on Antarctica. He was crew on Admiral 
Richard E. Byrd’s III expedition to the southern continent. Her book, We are All Antarctica, will launch Spring 2021. 
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